Abstract-Nowadays, security of the user's data is the major problem over internet. Privacy is one of the basic rights for individuals and institutions that need to preserve their confidentiality. Blind signature scheme are widely used for various applications of E-commerce like digital payments systems and electronic voting system where to maintain the privacy of customer is necessary. Blind signature is needed in applications that guarantee the anonymity of the participants. We propose blind signature scheme based on the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) and it satisfies the requirements of blindness, correctness, unforgeability and untraceability. The propose scheme intended to develop the blind signature scheme with improve performance as compared to the other existing schemes. Most of blind signature scheme are very high at computational overhead and memory usage problem. This scheme desired to reduce time consuming problem by using Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). The proposed scheme can apply in electronic voting system or cash system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays people can accomplish their daily tasks, such as banking tractions, without leaving their homes by using Internet. People always do shopping through internet, which has increased the growing rate of the e-commerce. Now, the challenge is appeared and it is need to improve the security and anonymity of the people in dangerous environment. So, we use the concept of blind Digital Signature (BDS) presented in.
Blind Signature is a form of digital signature in which the message is blinded before it is signed, in order to allow the requester to get a signature without giving the signer any information about the actual message or the resulting signature.Several blind signature schemes are proposed in the literature.
Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem is accepted to be a secure and efficient public-key cryptosystem. In this paper, we would like to focus on the security of ECC relying upon the difficulty of solving the discrete logarithm problem.
The objective of this paper isto propose blind signature scheme based on Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem by applying the strength of the ECC. It can fulfill the requirements of blind signature scheme like correctness, blindness, unforgeability and intraceability. The system will provide comparison of proposed blind signature scheme to the schemes presented in previous research. It is also show the computation cost of proposed scheme. It is intend to improve the performance of voting system or other applications by applying proposed blind signature scheme.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section IIdiscusses theconcept of elliptic curve cryptosystem and Blind Signature Scheme. Section III explains an overview of previous approaches on blind signature scheme.In Section VI, propose blind signature is presented. Section V providessecurity analysis of the system. The performance of this scheme is examined in Section VI. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section VII.
II. ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOSYSTEM
There are three types of public key cryptosystem are considered secure and efficient.They are 1) Integer Factorization System 2) Discrete Logarithm System 3) Elliptic curve Cryptosystem Elliptic curves are used to construct the public key cryptography system.The private key d is randomly selected from [1, n-1] , where n is integer. Then the public key Q is computed by dP, where P, Q are points on the elliptic curve. Like the conventional cryptosystems, once the key pair (d, Q) is generated, a variety of cryptosystems such as signature, encryption/decryption, and key management system can be set up.Computing dP is denoted as scalar multiplication. It is not only used for the computation of the public key but also for the signature, encryption, and key agreement in the ECC system. ECC is provided with strong processing power, less storage space, less power consumption [1] .
Elliptic Curve on a prime field E (F p ) is 2 0 G= (x G, y G ) is a base point on E(F p ).Main operation in ECC is Point Multiplication [2] . Point Multiplication is achieved by two basic curve operations: In this system, we don't use the whole process of elliptic curve cryptosystem's encryption and decryption techniques. The system just used ECDLP multiplication techniques. It is difficult to solve at calculation. 1) ECDLP (Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem).
=(3x
Given an elliptic curve E defined over a finite field F q , a point P∈E(F q ) of order n, and a point Q ∈E, find the integer d ∈ [0, n-1] such that Q=dP. The integer d is called the discrete logarithm of Q to the base p denoted as d= log p Q. If d is sufficient large, then it is infeasible to compute it.
The ECDLP is considered to be more difficult to solve than the IFP (Integer Factorization Problem) and the DLP (Discrete Logarithm Problem) [3] . 2) Digital Signature. A digital signature is an electronic signature that can be used to authenticate the identity of the sender of a message or the signer of a document, and possibly to ensure that the original content of the message or document that has been sent is unchanged. In the digital signature scheme, there are two participants namely the signer and the verifier. The signer first uses a private key to sign a message and then sends this signature to the verifier. After the verifier receives the signature, he/she can use a public key to verify the Legitimacy of the signature. 3) Blind Signature Scheme, Blind signature is a kind of digital signatures. Unlike a normal digital signature scheme, in a blind signature scheme; a signer signs a message without knowing what the message contains. The blind signature can protect people's privacy with in a network, especially in an electronic cash payment system, e-commerce and electronic voting system. In the blind signature scheme, there are three participants, namely, the requester, the signer and the verifier [4] . The differences of blind signature and digital signatures are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 .  Short Illustration of Blind Signature Blind signature schemes consist of four phases. They are blinding, signing, unblinding and verification phases [5] .
1) Blinding Phase
The sender chooses a random number called a blind factor to blind his message such that the signer will not be able to view the contents of the message.
2) Signing Phase
When the signer gets the blinded message, he encrypts the blinded message using his private key and then sends back the blind signature to the sender.
3) Unblinding Phase
The sender uses the blind factor to recover the signer's digital signature from the blinded message.
4) Verification Phase
Anyone can use the signer's public keys to verify whether the signature is authentic or not.
III. RELATED WORKS
Today, blind signatures are widely used for constructing the infrastructures of many communication services such as electronic voting or electronic cash systems.The first scheme proposed by Chaum, it based on RSA signature [6] . In 2005, Camenisch et al. [7] proposed a novel blind signature scheme based on the discrete Logarithm problem. But it fails the untraceability. AbhijitSaml and AnimeshChhotaray [8] proposed novel blind signature based upon ECDLP that it does not satisfy computational overhead problem.
Morteza and Ali [9] proposed an efficient untraceable blind signature scheme. They declared that their blind signature scheme has a performance compared to Camenisch et al.
Jena et al. [10] proposed two novel blind signature schemes; nevertheless there was no reasonable proof for correctness of their schemes.
The advantages of myproposd system solved the problem of memory space and computing power by reducing random factor and calculation of multiplication with smaller key sizes.
IV.
BLIND SIGNATURE SCHEME
The proposed BDS scheme was derived from a variation of the ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm).Moreover, the scheme is based on solving the difficulty of elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem.The proposed BDS system contains five phases. They are  Initialization  Blinding  Signing  Unblinding and  Verifying
In my proposed scheme, used the elliptic curves over the F p prime field, which has been suggested by National
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P is an integer specifying the F p finite field; a, b∈F p are integers specifying the elliptic curve E(F p ) defined by
where G= (x G , y G ) is a base point on E(F p ), n is primenumber defining the order of G, and h is an integer defining the cofactor: h=#E(F p )/n.The system consists of three participants: They are requester, signer and verifier.The signer declares the necessary information in the initialization step. The requester submits a blinded version of the message to the signer to get the signature of a message at the blinding phase. The signer signs the blinded message and sends the result back to the requester at the signing phase. The requester extracts the signature in the unblinding phase. Finally, the validity of the signature is verified. The details of these phases are describedbelow.
A. Initialization Phase
The signer defines the elliptic curve domain parameters T, defined as in (1) . Then, for each request, an integer k is randomly selected by the elliptic curve point R' is calculated.
The Signer checks (r ≠ 0), Otherwise signer selects another k randomly and repeats till his find r. If the result is true; the signer sends the elliptic curve point R to the requester. requester; he generates the blind signature s by following steps. 1) Signer randomly chooses integer d in the range (1, n-1) 2) Then calculates elliptic curve point
3) Signer check (k, m) already exists in database?
4) If exist, go to the initialization step and re-select k. 5) Otherwise, compute s= dm + kr (mod n) (8) Next, he sends the message-signature pair (m , s ) pair back to the requester.
D. Unblinding Phase
When the requester receives the blind signature s from the signer, the unblinding operation is needed to obtain the digital signature s on message m.
The requester needed to verify the blind signature and message are intended to him.
E. Verifying Phase
Digital signature of (s, R) on the message m can verify by examining the correctness of the equation Table I defines the notifications used in this paper and Table II illustrates the flow of the proposed blind signature. 
V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
This section examines the properties of blind signature to fulfill security requirements. The security of the proposed method is based on the difficulty of the ECDLP.
A. Proof of Blindness
Hence, the signer cannot know the message m.
B. Proof of Unforgeability
No one can forge (m 1 , R 1 , s 1  ) because the elliptic curve discrete logarithm is difficult to solve. We assume three situations as follows. 
where H is the Hash function and we use SHA-1 [6] algorithm as the hash function.
C. Signing Phase
The signer receives the blinded message m from the We used r -1
, v -1 and v in the blind phase. The signer can never find r -1 , v -1 and v so blind property is correctly achieved. Blindness is the first important property in a blind signature. The requester calculates (5) and generates m defined in (6). gets s 1  and m 1  he/she cannot obtain R 1 . Situation 3: If attacker tries to fake s 1 , R 1 he/she cannot obtain m 1  . It is also an elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem and difficult to solve. Calculates r  from the elliptic curve point R
Integers v (randomly selected in the range (1, n-1) )
r=x0 mod n (blinding factor) m = H(m) r -1 rv (mod n) * h is the hash function with SHA-1 algorithm in the range (1, n-1) ) R = kG = (x1, y1) and
Unblinding
Signing Phase
The unblinding operation is needed to obtain the digital signature (s, R) on message m.
Verifying Phase Any party who has the elliptic domain parameter T of the Signer and the public key of the signer can verify the signature is genuine.
s 
C. Proof of Correctness
The correctness of our scheme can be easily verified as follows Table III . The verifier has only digital signature (r, R, s) of message m for verification defined in (10) .
D. Proof of Unlinkability
The signer will keep a set of records (k, R, m, s) for each blind signature requested. When the message m and its signature (s, R) are revealed to the public.
The revealed message-signature pair (m, s, R)
The signer tries to check the correctness of equation to trace the blind signature. The signer needs to have the blind factor (r, v, v -1 , r -1 ) in addition to the values of points R, R. However, he only has the following information for calculation (k, R, m, s, m, s, R) . And there are only three equations including the blind factor defined in (5), (6) and (9) .
There is no way for the signer to trace the blind signature by checking the correctness of equation from (10) .
The privacy of the user is correctly protected and the signer is not able to derive the link between a signature and the corresponding instance of signing protocol which produced that signature. 
The time complexity of the various operations units in terms of time complexity of a modular multiplication is shown in Table IV .
The following Table V compares our scheme with two other standard schemes. The required computational cost for all schemes has been estimated by accumulating execution times of all the required operations. Note that the time for computing modular addition is ignored because it is smaller than time for modular multiplication and modular inverse. So, my proposed scheme will be reducedefficiently at calculation time. Table VI shows the number of blind factor, security assumption and describes the computational cost of blind signature for each of the three schemes. Moreover, they can give same degree of security. In real, it is needed to do a blind signature scheme efficiently, using only one blind factor. By comparison, my proposed scheme is more suitable for reduce computational overhead and memory usage problem.
The minimum requirement of time complexity for ECDLP based blind signature is given by 1T EC-MUL + 1T EC-ADD + 1T MUL + 1T INV or equal to 30.19T MUL for overall process. To estimate our scheme, we use the following formulas:
Any scheme can cmpare this formaula with 100% efficiency. The speedup of schemes can be calculated as Table V and the above estimation, it is explain that my proposed scheme improves and increases entirely the efficiency for all operations.
VII. CONCLUSION
The proposed scheme can be applied in electronic voting system, electronic cash system and electronic commerce and so on. In a electronic voting system, it canprovide basis security requirements and the voter's identity remain hidden.Moreover, it may satisfy the requirements of a blind signature scheme.ECDLP based blind signature difficult to compute for attacker and can provide efficient performance thanthe first generation public key techniques (RSA and Diffie-Hellman). My proposed scheme shows efficiency owing to lower storage requirements and reduces the time complexity, which is due to use of ECDLP.
